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Information on filling the form and calculating the Registration Tax (RT) 

1.      ,   . /Applicant fills Tables A, B and C.
2.             

    ./ Submits the form together with the attached 
documents to the competent customs authority to determine the tax base.  

3. , ./ The 
completed form is returned to the applicant, in terms of Table D. 

4.           ,  
, ,    ,     

,        ,     
   ,    .

For the calculation of the final taxable value and RT, the applicant, then, completes Table E, 
taking into account depreciation rates, according to category and vehicle age, and further 
reduction due to kilometers traveled more than the average.

5.            
Reduction of taxable value according to body type category and vehicle age and further 
reduction due to kilometers.

               
       .

Reduction rates according to body type category and vehicle age, for used vehicles, can be 
obtained by relevant tables available. 

6.     
Further reduction due to kilometers.

  ,     ,      
 0,10   500           

(15.000 ).          10%  
       .

The taxable value, after the above mentioned reduction, is further reduced using a factor of 0.10 
for every 500 additional kilometers traveled over the annual average (15.000 Km). Reduction 
based on kilometers must not exceed 10% of the value determined after the above mentioned 
reduction.

7.   ,        
         95%.

Total reduction, including reduction due to kilometers above the average, may not exceed 95%.
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More detailed information for determining the tax base by the 
competent authority 

1. This value refers to the retail price before taxes of the same new 
car in Greece, at the time of marketing (circulation) of the car in the 
international market, namely, in case of a used car, at the time of 
its first circulation according to its license.  

2. The basic retail price before taxes includes the value according to 
make/model, type, variant and version of the car based on the 
price lists submitted by the official distributors for determining the 
taxable value (tax base) to the competent authorities. On the basic 
price the value of the optional (extra) equipment is added.  

3.Where, for vehicles, no price lists have been submitted or they are 
not included in the price lists, by brand / model, variation and 
version, the taxable value shall be determined by the Customs 
Districts on the basis of the values of identical or similar models, 
variants or versions of motor vehicles of the same brand in the 
same year of marketing on the Greek or international market, as 
the case may be or on the basis of other available data.


